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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Throughout this paper, G will denote a compact Lie group. Assume that 
IWN is an orthogonal representation of G. This means that there exists a 
homomorphism g++ Tg from G into the group of orthogonal transfor- 
mations on IWN. A set S in UV’ is called a G-invariant set if T,(S) = S for all 
gEG.Amapf:S-+IWN, where S is a G-invariant subset of IWN, is said to be 
G-equivariant if 
fU-,x1= Tgf(x), VXES and gEG. 
For any subgroup H of G, we will denote by V, the fixed point subspace of 
H-action, i.e., I/,= (xEIR~) T,x=x’dh~H}. For xrz(WN, let O(x)= 
( T,x 1 g E G} be the G-orbit of 3~. If G is finite, we let l(x) denote the order 
of O(x). 
Suppose that !2 is an open bounded G-invariant set in IWN andf: S + [WN 
is a continuous G-equivariant map. If 0 #f(X?), the Brouwer degree 
deg(f, 52,O) is well defined. It is known that we can obtain important infor- 
mations on deg(f, Q, 0) if the G-action on aBN is of some special types. For 
example, in the case that G = Z, = (0, 1 }, T, = I and T, = -Z, where I is 
the identity transformation on IWN, the Borsuk theorem asserts that 
deg(f, 52, 0) is an odd number provided 0 E Q. Recently, efforts have been 
made to generalize the Borsuk theorem for the study of differential 
equations with various symmetries. Under the assumption that VG = {0), 
Marzantowicz [4] obtains the following results. (In the sequel, we always 
assume that .C2 is an open bounded G-invariant subset of RN.) 
THEOREM A. Assume that G is a finite group and V,= (O}. Let 
f: 0 -+ RN be a continuous G-equivariant map such that 0 .$f (32). If 0 E Sz, 
then deg (f, Q, 0) = kp + 1 for some integer k, where p is the greatest com- 
mon divisor of l(x)‘s for xf (0). 
THEOREM B. Assume that G = T” is the n-torus and V,= (0). Let 
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f: Q --t IWN be a continuous G-equivariant map such that O$f(X?). Then 
degf, 52, 0) = 1 provided 0 E Sz. 
In this paper we will give some new generalizations of the Borsuk 
theorem under the assumption that V, # {O} (cf. Fade11 et al. [2] for 
results concerning the case where G = S’ and V, # {O}). Our main results 
are as follows. 
THEOREM I. Assume that G = ( g> is a cyclic group of order p, and 
V, # {O}. Assume further that l(x)=p V’XE RN\ V,. Let f: D -+ IWN be a 
continuous G-eguivariant map such that 0 #f (X?). If Q n Vo # @, then 
deg(f, Q, 0) = deg(f j 0 n V,, Q n V,, 0) + kp, 
where k is some integer. 
(1.1) 
Remark 1.1. If p is a prime number, the assumption that 
I(x) =p Vx E RN\ V, is valid automatically. This is because j(x) must be a 
divisor of IG[ =p and 1(x)> 1 for X$ VG. 
THEOREM II. Assume that G is finite and V, # { 0 >. Let y be the greatest 
common divisor of l(x)‘s for x E IWN \ Vc. Let f: 0 -+ aBN be a continuous G- 
equivariant map such that O#f(aQ). If Qn VG # 0, then 
deg(J i&O) = deg(f I ~2 n V,, Q n Vo, 0) + kp*, (1.2) 
where k is some integer and p* is the product of all the distinct prime divisors 
OfP. 
Remark 1.2. In view of Theorem A, it seems that (1.2) should hold 
with p* replaced by p. We are not able to prove this stronger result. 
However, this makes little difference in applications. Notice that g* > 1 
whenever p > 1. 
THEOREM III. Assume that G = T” is the n-torus and V, # (0). Let 
J 0 + (WN be a continuous G-equivariant map such that O$f(aQ). Zf 
Q n VG # 0, then 
deg(f; 0, 0) = deg(fl Q n VG, D n V,, 0). (1.3) 
The proof of Theorem I will be given in Section 2. It is an extension of 
the elementary proof of the classical Borsuk theorem (cf. [S]). In Section 3, 
Theorems II and III will be proved as consequences of Theorem I. Finally, 
we discuss briefly the Banach space extensions of these results in Section 4 
and give a simple application to an elliptic boundary value problem there. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREMI 
Let G = ( g ) be a cyclic group of order p. Let T = T,. Then Tp = I. In 
this case, any map cp from a G-invariant subset S into RN is G-equivariant 
iff it satisfies 
cp(Tx) = Tdx) VXES. (2.1) 
We first prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be as above. Let f: D --) IWN be a G-equivariant 
continuous map such that O$f (XC!). Assume that Sz n V, = @. Then 
des(f, Q, 0) = kp f or some integer k provided l(x) =p Vx E rW”\< V,. 
Proof. Since T is an orthogonal transformation, we have the decom- 
position: 
RN= if,@ W,@ W2@ *.. 0 w,, (2.2) 
where V, appears as the eigenspace of T corresponding to the eigenvalue 
i = 1, and Wi is a 2-dimensional T-invariant subspace for i = I, 2,..., m. 
Notice that we have excluded the case where we have an additional one- 
dimensional eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue A = - 1 in the 
decomposition (2.2). This special case may occur only when p = 2 and it 
can be treated in a similar way. Since I(x) = p V x E Wi\ { 0}, it is easy to see 
that T ) Wi, the restriction of T on Wi, is a rotation through an angle of 
2nk,/p with some integer k, prime to p. Set V, = V,, and 
l/j= I/c@ W,@ ... @W;, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
For each i, fix a wie Wi with l(wJ( = 1. Define 
Hi={x=y+twiJyEVi-,, t30}, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a continuous G-equivariant map cp: 0 -+ (WN 
such that (i) cp (t%Q=f 1 X& (ii)cp(x)#OVxEQnH,. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We first prove inductively the following assertions 
(Ai), i = 0, l,..., m - 1. 
(Ai) There exists a continuous G-equivariant map cpi: an Vi -+ IWN 
such that (i)cp;(x)=f(x) b’x~X2n Vi; (ii)cp,(x)#O Vx~fin Vi. 
Since Q n V, = aa, (A,) is trivially valid. We need only to deduce (A;) 
from (Ai_ r) in the case that Q n Vi # a. Let Ri denote the rotation on Wi 
through an angle of 274~. Then, as noted above, we have T ) Wi = RF. As kj 
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is prime to p we can find integers ri and si such that .y,ki = r, p + 1. (We will 




TI Wi=Rfk=Ri. (2.4) 
Let (pi-, be the map given by (Ai- ,). Let c$-, : (.C?n Vi.- ,) u 
(aQ n Hi) -+ RN be defined by 
@i- l(X) = v,+ I(X) if xsQn V,_ Lr 
=f (xl if xEdQnHi. 
By (i) of (A,_,), @j-r is continuous. By (ii) of (Aim,) and the assumption 
that 0 c#f (aQ), ei-, is nonvanishing. Note also that the domain of $j-, is 
contained in V,, a proper subspace of RN. Thus, by Lemma 3.24 of [5], 
@;- I can be extended to a continuous map ei: 0 n Hi -+ RN such that 9; is 
also nonvanishing. 
Next, let Zi be the straight line starting from 0 and passing through wi. 
Let Fi denote the angular region on W, between the two lines I; and Ri(l,). 
Set 
G,= {x=y+z 1 YE I’, eI, ZEF,). 
Gi is just the “angular region” in Vi between the two half hyperplanes H, 
and T”H,. Let ~j:(~n(H,uTHi))~(X2nGi)-+IWN be defined by 
3i(x)=$i(x) if x~i?nH~, 
= TslC/i(T--sx) if x~0r-1 T’Hi, 
=f (xl if xEd.QnGG,. 
This definition makes no contradiction on the “joint set” 0 n Vi_, , since 
t+Fi).OnVim ,=(CI,jSZnVjmm,= qz- , is G-equivariant. The same is true on 
the set &I2 n T’H,, since T?+b,( T-“x) = T”f( T-“x) =f(x) for x E aQ n T”H, 
by G-equivariance off: Thus gj is well defined and it is easy to check that 
Ji is continuous and nonvanishing. Then, using Lemma 3.24 of [S] again, 
we extend Ji to a continuous and nonvanishing map Ji: D n Gi -+ RN. 
Finally, we extend I,!I~ to cpi: 0 n Vi --i RN be defining 
cp,(x) = Tj3+bi( T-‘“x) for XE TiSGi, j=o, l)...) p- 1. (2.5) 
Using the properties of Gj (and 3,) we can verify that vi is well defined, 
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continuous and nonvanishing. To see ‘pi is G-equivariant, notice that if 
XE TjsG. then T’x E Tci+ ‘)“Gi. Hence we have by (2.5) If 
qi(yx) = T(j+l)S$i(T-(j+ l)yxx) 
= Pr’st,b,( T-‘“x) = T%pi(x). 
It follows that cp,( TX) = cp,( rSkx) = Tkq,(x) = Trpi(x) by (2.3). This shows 
‘pi is G-equivariant. Since (i) of (A;) can be derived easily from the 
definition of (pi, the assertion (Ai) is proved. 
Now let (P+, be the map given by (A,- i). Just as above, we can extend 
to a continuous nonvanishing map $m: Q n H, -+ RN (using 
E&ma 3.24 of [S] once more). Then proceeding as in the proof of (Aj) 
(but this time we do not need Lemma 3.24 of [S] again-this is the only 
difference with the proof of (Ai)), we extend 9, to qrn = cp: 0 -+ RN which 
is continuous and G-equivariant, and which satisfies (i) and (ii) of the 
lemma. The proof of Lemma 2.2 is complete. 
Now let cp be the map given by Lemma 2.2. Since cp ( dQ =f 1 X2, we 
have 
d&f, Q, 0) = deg(cp, Q, 0). (2.6) 
Notice that we can approximate cp by a G-equivariant C’ map I/: Sz + RN. 
(Actually, we can first approximate cp by a C’ map (p*, then by defining 
$(x) = z,“:d T’q*(T-jx) we obtain the G-equivariant approximation $ 
which is C’.) Let I++ be so close to cp that 
and 
deg(cp, Q, 0) = deg(lL, Q, 0) (2.7) 
cl/b)ZO Vxefi?n H,. (2.8) 
Set 52, = 0 n CL, 9, = TiSRo, j= 1, 2 ,..., p - 1. Here G, and s = s, are 
defined analogously as G, and si in the proof of Lemma 2.2. Notice that 




Next, choose a point X sufficiently close to 0 so that the points T’“X 
(j = 1,2,..., p - 1) are close to 0 too and we have 
deg($, Q,, 0) = deg(l(/, Qj, F’X). (2.10) 
We can also select x so that it is not a critical value of $. This means that if 
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j is a solution of the equation $(j) = ,U, the Jacobian of $ at j, Ji( .V) # 0. 
From the G-equivariance of $ we see that, for any integer j, T’.i! is not a 
critical value too. In fact, ll/(y) = T’X if and only if ti( T-(v) = X. It follows 
that J,(y) = .I,( T-‘y) # 0. (The equality J,(y) = .I,( T -‘.Y) holds because 
we have (D$)(T-‘y) = T -’ (D+)(y) Ti which can be derived from 
II/( T-/y) = r-‘+(y).) Therefore we have 
deg($, fii, T’“X) = C Sgn J,(y), 
j,cn, 
l)(y) = T’Sx. 
(2.11) 
However, y E Qj and rl/( y) = Tisx if and only if T -‘“y E s2, and I,+( T -j’y) = X. 
This together with (2.11) and the fact J,(y) = J$( T-‘“y) yields 
deg( II/, Q,, Tj’X) = deg($, !I%?,, X). (2.12) 
Combining (2.9), (2.10) and (2.12) gives deg($, Q, 0) = kp for some integer 
k. Finally, by (2.6) and (2.7) we have deg(A Q, 0) = kp, completing the 
proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem I. Without loss of generality we may assume 
V, # RN. Thus Vh # (0) and RN = V,@ V,$, where V,$ is the orthogonal 
complement of Vc. Note that both V, and Y& are G-invariant. Since 
0 #f(X?), we can approximate 52 n V, be a relatively open set Q, in V, 
such that .&, c Q n V, and 
Let Qr=SZ,xB,i, where Bi is the open ball of Vi centered at 0 with 
radius E. Choose E so small that a, c Q. Let Q, = ((52 n V,) x Bf )\i?, . By 
(2.13) we may assume E is small so that 0 eff(4,) which implies 
d&f, Q2, 0) = des(f, Q\Q,, 0). (2.14) 
Let fi be any continuous map from Q\52, into RN. There exists 6 > 0 such 
that if 
IIf, -f (x)ll < 4 x E w2\f&), (2.15) 
then we have 
degtf,, Q\O,, 0) = des(f, Q\Q,, 0). (2.16) 
We will construct a map f, as follows. 
Let P: RN + V, be the orthogonal projection from RN onto V,. Then 
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Q = I- P is the orthogonal projection of RN onto V,i . Define a continuous 
map g: 0, + RN by 
g(x) = Qx +f( Px) = x +f( Px) - Px. (2.17) 
It is easy to check that g is G-equivariant since P and Q commute with T. 
Notice also the following property of g: 
g(x)-x=f(Px)-PXE I/, VXEi-2,. (2.18) 
This is a consequence of the well known fact that every G-equivariant map- 
ping must map elements of V, into V,. Since f is G-equivariant and 
Px E I/,, f( Px) E I/,. Then (2.18) follows. Now let YI be a nondecreasing 
smooth function such that q(r) =0 if 0 d r <cl ; q(r) = 1 if r 2 EZ, where 
0 -=I E, < &2 <E. Define fi : sZ\s2, --, RN by 
fl(x) = (I- v(llQxll )I g(x) + r(llQxll )f(x). 
fi is also G-equivariant as can be easily seen. By the definition, we have 
fi(X) =f(x) if IlQxll 3 E*. (2.19) 
On the other hand, if \lQxll< s2, we have 
Ilfl(x) -f(x)11 = (1 -rl(llQxll,, II&) -f(x)ll 
Q IlQx +S(Px) -f(x)ll 
f IIQxll + IIf -S(Px + Qx,ll <TV (2.20) 
if only Ed is sufficiently small. We see from (2.19)-(2.20) that (2.15)-(2.16) 
hold for fi thus defined. 
Next, let Sz, = Sz, x BE:. By the above definition we have 
fib) = g(x), X4,. (2.21) 
We claim that fi(x) = g(x) # 0 for x E aL?,. In fact, if x E i303 and g(x) =- 
Qx +f(Px) = 0, then Qx=f(Px) =0 since ME V,. It follows that 
x = Px E LX2, and f(x) = 0 which is impossible by (2.13). Therefore we have 
destfi~ Q\a2, 0) = des(fiT (Q\D2)\Q3, 0) + de&g, Q3, 0) (2.22) 
by properties of Brouwer degree and (2.21). Since the set (sZ\fiz,)\fi, does 
not intersect with I’,, we can apply Proposition 2.1 to get 
deg(f,, (Q\e2)\a3, 0) = b (2.23) 
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Since g satisfies (2.18), by the reduction property of the Brouwer degree (cf. 
Proposition 3.33 of [5]) we have 
deg(g, Q3, O)=deg(g, Q,, O)=deg(f, Q,, 0). (2.24) 
From (2.13) we see that 
Finally, combining (2.14), (2.16) and (2.22)-(2.25) yields (l.l), 
The proof of Theorem I is complete. 
(2.25) 
3. PFW~FS OF THEOREM II AND III 
We begin the proof of Theorem II by proving a special case of this 
theorem. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Theorem ZZ is true $ we assume in addition that G is a 
p-group, i.e., the order of G, ) GJ = p”, where p is a prime and m is a positive 
integer. 
ProoJ: Notice that for x E R”\ V, we have l(x) > 1. Since l(x) should be 
a divisor of IG) =p”’ and p is prime, 1(x) =pr for some 1 <r,<m. In this 
case we have ,u* =p. Thus we need only to prove (1.2) with ,u* =p. We use 
an induction on the power m to prove this proposition. For m = 1, 
Proposition 3.1 is true because in this case G is cyclic (since 1Gj = p is 
prime) and the proposition agrees with Theorem I. Now assume that 
Proposition 3.1 is true for any group G’ with (G’I =p’, where r is a positive 
integer less than m. 
Since G is a p-group it has a nontrivial center 2 (see, e.g. [I]). Select a 
subgroup Z1 of Z such that (Z,( =p. Consider Vz,, the fixed point sub- 
space of Z,-action. It is clear that V, c V,, . If V,, = V,, then since Z, is a 
cyclic group we can apply Theorem / (with G = Z,) to obtain the desired 
conclusion. So we may assume V,, # V,. In this case we can apply 
Theorem I (still with G = Z,) to get 
deg(f,Q,O)=k,p+deg(fl~nnV,,,SZnV,,,O) (3.1) 
with k, some integer. 
Next, let G1 = G/Z, be the quotient group. Notice that Z, is a subgroup 
of the center, so it is a normal subgroup of G and G/Z, is well defined. 
Notice also that G and ZL induce a natural G,-action on V,, and it is easy 
to see that f 1 I(;in V,, is G,-equivariant and Vc, = V,. Since jG,l = 
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I’WI~II =P’-‘7 we can apply the inductive assumption to the map 
f  1 fin V,, to get 
deg(f )SZn1/,,,52nV,,,O)=k,p+deg(f IiInV,,QnV,,O). (3.2) 
Combining (3.1)-( 3.2) yields 
d&f, Q 0) = kp + de&f I fin v,, Q n vG, 01, 
completing the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem ZZ. Notice that Theorem II is trivial if p = p* = 1. 
Hence we need only to consider the case ,u > 1. Let IGI =p;‘p;* + * .pz, where 
pi are distinct primes and ri are positive integers. By the definition of the 
number p, it is a divisor of (G(. So we may assume that pl,...,pl (l<m) are 
all the prime divisors of p. Thus p* =p1p2 .. ‘p,. Now let Gi be a Sylow 
subgroup of G such that lGij =p:, i= 1,2,..., 1. We claim that 
v,, = v,, i = 1, 2,..., 1. (3.3) 
In fact, if I/,,# I/, we can find some 0 #X E V,\ V,. Let 
G, = {g E G ) Tg32. = X} be the isotropy subgroup for X. Then 
42) = IWIGA. (3.4) 
Since 1 E V,, it is clear that G, c G,. So pj’ = [Gil is a divisor of (G,(. Then 
we see from (3.4) that pi cannot be a divisor of I(X) which contradicts the 
fact that pi is a divisor of p and p is a divisor of Z(X). The contradiction 
proves (3.3). 
Now each Gi is a p-group, so we can apply Proposition 3.1 (with G = Gi) 
to get 
deg(f, Q, O)=kipi+deg(f I Qn v,, 01, i= 1, 2 ,..., f, (3.5) 
where ki is some integer. Notice that we have used (3.3) in obtaining (3.5). 
From (3.5) we see kipi is a number independent of i, and this number has 
every pi (i= 1,2,..., I) as a divisor. It follows that we can replace kipi in 
(3.5) by a multiple of pl pz “*p[= p*. This completes the proof of 
Theorem II. 
Proof of Theorem III. Our proof will be based on the fact that 
G=T”=S’xS’x ... xS’ can be approximated by a sequence (Hi] ofp- 
subgroups in the sense that for any g E G there exists a sequence (hi} with 
hie Hi such that hi + g as i + 00. For example, let (pi} be a sequence of 
primes such that pi + + 00 as i -+ CO. Let 
gi = (ei2n/Pl, ei2nlPf,.e., ennIP:) E G. 
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Let Hi= (g,) be the cyclic subgroup generated by gi. Then jG,l =p;. It 
can be checked that G can be approximated by {H,} thus delined. 
Let S be the unit sphere of RN. For any subgroup H of G, if I’, # V, 
then dim V,>dim VG and V,,n Vi is a nontrivial subspace of R”. (Here 
we have assumed that Vc # RN because the case I’, = RN is trivial.) It 
follows that (V, n V,‘) n S is a nonempty compact set. Let {Hi) be defined 
as above. We claim that there exists i, > 0 such that if i3 i, then V,, = V,. 
For otherwise, there is a subsequence, denoted still by {Hi}, such that 
V,, # V,. Choose some xig ( VH, n Vi) n S for each i. We may assume 
xi -+ x,, E Vi n S. Next, let g be any element in G. Let hi E Hi be such that 
hi -+g. Then we have Th,xi -+ T,x,. On the other hand, X,E I’,<, so 
Th,xi= xi + x0. It follows that Tgxo =x0. Since g is arbitrary we have 
x0 E Vc, contradicting x0 E I’; n S. 
Now choose any i, > i,. Since VH,, = Vc and IHi,/ =p; we can apply 
Proposition 3.1 (with G = Hi,) to get 
deg(f,52,O)=k,p,,+deg(f(dnV,,QnV,,O). (3.6) 
Then we take some i, > i, such that pi2 3 Ik, 1 pi,. Applying Proposition 3.1 
once more (this time with G = H,) we obtain an equality similar to (3.6) 
only with k,p, replaced by kzp,2. Comparing the two equalities we find 
k, piI = k, pII which implies k, = kz = 0 since pz2 > lk,j pi, and k, is an 
integer. Thus (3.6) is no other than (1.3) and the proof is complete. 
4. BANACH SPACE EXTENSION AND AN APPLICATION 
Let X be a Banach space. Suppose that X is a linear representation of a 
compact Lie group G. Namely, there exists a homomorphism gH T, from 
G into the group of linear homeomorphisms on X such that the map 
(g, X)H Tgx is continuous. We will denote by X, the fixed point subspace 
of the G-action on X. We need the following hypothesis: 
(H) For any finite-dimensional G-invariant subspace of X, there 
exists an inner product on it such that T, is an orthogonal transformation 
on the subspace with respect to this inner product, for every gE G. 
This can be replaced by a stronger hypothesis which is satisfied in most 
applications. 
(H’) X is a subspace of a Hilbert space E such that Tg is orthogonal 
with respect to the inner product of E for each g E G. 
EXAMPLE. Let 52 denote a ball B = {x E RN 1 (xl < R} or an annulus 
A = {XE RN ) R, < 1x1~ R,}. Let X= C(n) be the Banach space of con- 
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tinuous functions defined on 0, and let G= O(N) be the group of 
orthogonal transformations on RN. Define the G-action on X by 
u$)(x) = 4gxh g E O(N), u E C(c?). (4.1) 
Let E = L’(Q). Then X is a subspace of E and it is easy to verify that T, 




Hence, (H’) is satisfied. 
It is not hard to extend our main result to the Banach case where the G- 
equivariant mapf is a compact perturbation of identity and the degree is a 
Leray-Schauder degree. Since the extensions of Theorems I-III are quite 
similar, we give only the extension of Theorem III which will be applied to 
an elliptic boundary value problem. 
THEOREM III’. Assume that G = T” and X is a Banach space such that 
hypothesis (H) holds. Assume further that X, # CO> and Sz is an open boun- 
ded G-invariant subset of X such that Sz n XG # (21. Let f: 0 -+ X be a con- 
tinuous G-invariant map of the form f = I-g where g: D -+ X is compact. 
Then, ifO$f(iTQ), 
deg(f, &?,O)=deg(f 1 i?nX,,QnXx,,O). 
Proof: By the definition of Leray-Schauder degree, there exists E>O 
such that if g,: a -+ X is a compact continuous map and (( gi(x) -g(x)\\ < E 
VXEQ, then 
and 
de&L f&O) = deg(f,, Q, 0) (4.2) 
deg(fl ~~XX,,QnX,,O)=deg(f, ( dnXG,52nXG,0), (4.3) 
where fi = Z-g,. By Lemma II.4 of [4], we may assume the 
approximation g, is G-equivariant and finite-dimensional, i.e., g,(d) c F 
for some G-invariant, finite-dimensional subspace F of X. We may also 
assume Fn X, # (O}, for otherwise we may extend F to a subspace with 
this property. Therefore, we have 
deg(f,, G 0) = dedf, I Q n F, Q n F, 0) (4.4) 
and 
d&f1 I a n X,, Q n X,, 0) = deg(f, I Sz n X, n F, 52 n X, n F, 0). (4.5) 
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Now since F is finite-dimensional and with the inner product of E 
(provided by (H)) it can be identified with an Euclidean space which is an 
orthogonal representation of G. Thus we can apply Theorem III to get 
deg(f, ) Q n F, 52 n F, 0) = deg(,f, ) 0 n X, n F, 12 n XG n F, 0). (4.6) 
Combining (4.2)-(4.6) we obtain the desired result. 
As an application of Theorem III’, we consider the elliptic boundary 
value problem 




need the following assumptions on j 
(fi) f: iw’ + [w’ is locally Lipschitz; 
(f2) f(t)20 for t&O andf(O)=O; 
(f3) lim,-cl+ j(t)/t < A,, where ii is the first eigenvalue of -A with 
boundary value condition; 
(f4) lim,, + ,f(tW = + 02 
It is not hard to show that under 
symmetric solution u = U(Y) (where r = 
(4.7) has a radially 
u” +; u’ +f(u) = 0, u>O, r~(R,,h), 
(4.8) 
u(R,)=u(R,)=O. 
Two questions in which we are interested are: (1) Can (4.7) have unsym- 
metrical solutions? (2) When the symmetry of the equation is violated by 
an unsymmetrical perturbation so that we can no longer reduce the 
equation to an ordinary differential equation, will solutions still remain? 
The difficult point in answering these questions is that there is no restric- 
tion on the growth off(t) as r -+ + cc (cf. [3]). In fact, we can only prove 
that at least one of the two questions has a positive answer. Consider the 
perturbed problem: 





(g2) g(x, t, e)=o(t) as 2 -+O uniformly in (x, E)EAX [0, 11. 
We will prove the following 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that (f, )-(f4) and ( g, )-( g2) hold. Then we have 
either (a) (4.7) has an unbounded set of unsymmetrical solutions, or (b) 
(4.9), has a solution for each E E [0, 11, or (c) there exists QE (0, l] such 
that (4.9), has a solution for each E E (0, a), moreouer, the set 
s,= (UEC(d) 1 u is a soh4tion of (4.9), for some E E [0, a] > 
is unbounded in C(A). 
Proof. Let L denote the inverse of -d with the Dirichlet boundary 
condition. Define K,: C(A) -+ C(J) by 
(Ku)(x) = mu(x)) + @3x, u(x), El)> 
where f and g are defined by 
J(t)=fW if t 20, 
= 0 if t CO, 
m, r, E) = g(x, 4 E) if t>,O, 
=o if t < 0. 
Then K, is continuous and compact for E E [0, 13, and solving (4.9), is 
equivalent to findig a nonzero solution of the equation 
qU,&)EU-KeU=O. (4.10), 
Indeed, any nonzero solution u of (4.10), satisfies u >O in A by the 
maximum principle. Hence it is a solution of (4.9), by the definitions ofx g 
and K,. Due to (f3) and ( g2), 0 is an isolated solution of (4.10), and, as is 
shown in [ 31, there exists r > 0 such that 
0 4 @(a, E) and deg(@(., ~1, B,, 0) = 1, EE [O, 11. (4.11) 
Here B,= {uEC(A) ( (Iu(( <r). We have 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that the case (a) of Theorem 4.1 does not occur. 
Then there exists R, > 0 such that for any R > R, we have 
deg(@(., 0), B,\B,, 0) = - 1. (4.12) 
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Theorem 4.1 can be easily derived from Lemma 4.2. In fact, if we define 
t( =SUP(/?E [0, 1) 1 (4.10), has a nonzeco solution for &E [IO, [J’] j. 
then a>0 due to (4.12). Now if the solution set S, is bounded, then by the 
homotopic invariance of the Leray-Schauder degree and (4.11)-(4.12) we 
can find R > R, such that 
deg(@(., E), B,\B,, 0) = - 1 V&E [O, a]. (4.13) 
This implies a = 1, since in the case a < 1 (4.13) shows that (4.10), has a 
solution for each EE [0, CI + S] with some 6 > 0, contradicting with the 
definition of a. Finally, the fact a = 1 together with (4.13) leads to case (b) 
of Theorem 4.1. Therefore, to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 it suffices 
to prove Lemma 4.2. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let G = 0(2)zS’, and let the G-action on 
X= C(A) be defined as in (4.1). Then 1, consists of all symmetric 
functions of C(A). Also, @,,z @( ., 0) is a G-equivariant map. By 
Theorem III’. we have 
deg(%, BR\& 0) = deg(@, I X0, (BR\B,) n X,, 0) (4.14) 
if only the degrees are defined. Since the set of unsymmetrical solutions of 
QO(u)=O is bounded, the first degree in (4.14) is defined for large R 
provided the second degree is defined. Hence, tho show (4.12) we need only 
to show the existence of R, such that for R 3 R, 
deg(@, I x,, (BR\B,) n XG, 0) = - 1. (4.15) 
So let us consider the equation 
@o(u) - @(u, 0) = 0, UEXG, 
which is equivalent to problem (4.8). Consider also the auxiliary equation 
CD;(u) = @(u + t, 0) = 0, UEX,, 
which is equivalent to 
u”+;u’+f(u+t)=o, u>O YE(RI, &I, 
(4.16) 
u(R,) = u(&) = 0. 
By (f4), it can be shown there exists t, > 0 such that (4.16) has no solution 
for t B t, (see [3]). Due to (f4) again, the solutions of (4.16) have a 
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uniform bound for TV [0, t,] (see [6]). Hence, by homotopic invariance of 
the degree, we have for R2 some R. 
deg(QP, ( X,, B,nX,,O)=deg(@$ [ XG, B,nX,,O)=O. (4.17) 
On the other hand, (4.11) and Theorem III’ yield 
deg(@,, 1 X,, B,nX,,O)= 1. (4.18) 
Then (4.15) follows from (4.17) and (4.18). The proof of Lemma 4.2 is corn- 
plete. 
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